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Executive Summary 

INTERSECT [1] is conceived to provide new instruments and services to the community of              

materials and device modeling in the form of data, codes, expertise and interoperable             

solutions for the development of disruptive electronics. To this end, INTERSECT aims at             

establishing a high-level informatics infrastructure to manage the data produced by the            

Interoperable Materials-To-Device (IM2D) simulation box through the interconnection of         

three main engine codes: Quantum ESPRESSO (QE) [2] and SIESTATM [3], both being software              

tools for quantum mechanical modeling of materials, and GinestraTM [4], for atomistic and             

continuum modeling of electronic devices. IM2D combines these tools to achieve a predictive             

level of accuracy for the performance of the actual device from first-principles quantum             

mechanical simulations. The AiiDA [5] and SimPhoNy [6] softwares are at the core of such               

interoperability Hub (iHub). The former is a Python infrastructure supporting different codes            

through plugins for automated design and implementation of complex workflows and task            

tracking, while capable to store the full provenance of each object in a tailored database. The                

latter is a Python-framework offering semantic interoperability to third party tools, such as             

simulation-, data-storage- and data-transformation-backends. Ontology domains in common        

Resource Description Framework (RDF)-formats can be installed in the core component           

(osp-core), so that their entities can be instantiated on a script-basis, interconnected among             

each other and deliver information to syntactic data structures through osp-wrappers. The            

connection to public repositories and to a repository of repositories (a catalogue) is handled              

by a gateway to the Application Programming Interface (API) known as OPTIMADE [7], briefly              

described in the present deliverable.  

Within this multilevel computational framework, data and data pipeline are of paramount            

relevance. Most relevant definitions, formats and data schema implemented within the           

INTERSECT project have been described in the First Data Management Plan (FDMP),            

Deliverable D4.2, submitted at M7 (July 2019). The present deliverable focuses on updates             

and new implementations not included in the first report. In the following, we first describe               

the aspects related to the access of data from public repositories by means of the OPTIMADE                

API gateway-client though AiiDA. Furthermore, the details of interfacing SimPhoNy and           

Ginestra™ have been worked out more in detail in order to semantically enrich the IM2D               

toolbox. By differentiating the workflow parameters into multiple degrees of difficulty, the            

intersection will also provide features for upscaling the Ginestra™- Graphical User Interface            

(GUI) in terms of higher flexibility and usability for operators with varying scientific             

background. Finally, we briefly describe the recent actions adopted to assure the security of              

data and code sources in the development of the IM2D code. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 About this document  

This document represents the deliverable D4.6 of the INTERSECT project, and it is part of the                

activity of WP4, under Task 4.1. The content of this document is intended to complement               

D4.2, where data management within the INTERSECT project was described. No relevant Task             

deviations from the original DoA plan are to be mentioned.  

1.2 First data management plan  

The FDMP describes the format and the scale of the data generated/used by the IM2D and its                 

interconnection with external data repositories, the methodologies for data collections, the           

data quality and standards of curated metadata, and data preservation strategies. Particular            

attention has been dedicated to data security and confidentiality as well as to data sharing               

and access. Results of IM2D may be shared either with collaborators or the public at large via                 

materialscloud [8], an Open Science Platform managed by EPFL and designed to enable             

seamless sharing of resources in computational materials science. Confidentiality solutions          

have also been planned, in order to allow industrial users and consultants to keep their               

sensitive data privately stored within their company firewalls.  

These definitions and data organization have not changed since publication of FDMP and are              

still the basis of the project data management. We summarize in the following the main               

aspects of the original plan: 

Data type, format and standards 

● Materials and device cycles (simulation hub) generate, respectively, materials and          

device data type. Input crystalline coordinates from Crystallography Open Database          

(COD) and Theoretical Crystallography Open Database (TCOD); 

● Input and output files (raw data) stored as text or (XML) format; 

● Full provenance of each data object (inputs, outputs, calculations) is automatically           

stored in a database (materialscloud), in a format that enables the simulation results             

to be fully reproduced; 

● PostgreSQL open-source relational database is used to store our metadata with           

formats which contain data in dictionary format, exportable to plain JavaScript Object            

Notation (JSON);  
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● Full provenance of all calculations is preserved in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph               

(DAG), managed by the AiiDA infrastructure, by using Universal Unique IDentifier           

(UUID) for each node. 

● Semantic upscaled data (i.e., metadata and schema based on semantics) are           

organized in Common Universal Unified Data Structures (CUDS) and managed by           

SimPhoNy, an instantiation of Python-classes representing entities of imported         

ontologies in an Integrated Development Environment (IDE). 

Governance of access 

● Research data produced within the project will be made public, findable, accessible,            

interoperable and reusable (FAIR); 

● No obligation by project partners or other external users to share their own data or               

make them public beyond this project;  

● IM2D users have the option to download entire AiiDA databases for importing and             

reusing in their personal AiiDA instances;  

● Industrial users may decide to protect their data for exploitation and           

commercialization purposes by storing data in the proprietary database section of the            

data hub of IM2D.  

The rest of this document focuses on the new aspects not included in the FDMP. 

2. Integration to external databases  

The possibility to access (retrieve and populate) public databases for materials modeling is             

central to the scope of the INTERSECT project and is a part of the realization of the data hub,                   

which constitutes the IM2D infrastructure. The interaction with databases and repositories is            

twofold: structural and electronic properties of functional materials can be retrieved as input             

to be used by the computational tools in both materials and device cycles (simulation hub), or                

vice versa, the output resulting from Density Functional Theory (DFT) simulations can            

populate the databases for exploitation from third parties. In both cases, the data flow              

to/from databases requires a well established format and schema, managed by the AiiDA             

infrastructure in the present case.  

In particular, we considered the integration of IM2D with the OPTIMADE database and             

repository system. OPTIMADE (Open Databases Integration for Materials Design) is an open            

database consortium which aims (cit.) “(...) to make materials databases interoperational by            

developing a common (Representational State Transfer) REST API”. The OPTIMADE          
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consortium collects the most relevant worldwide materials databases (e.g., AFLOW, COD,           

Materials Cloud, The Materials Project, NoMaD), generated by massive high throughput           

computer simulations. Interoperability among data and databases is pursued by means of a             

few semantic assets, which include among the others the Crystallographic Information           

Framework (CIF) dictionary, the Pauling vocabulary, and European Materials Modelling          

Ontology (EMMO), that have been exploited as the common semantic ground for the IM2D              

implementation (see WP1 activity and D1.1, D1.3, D1.4). Automatic procedures to import            

COD and/or CIF structures into GinestraTM, through AiiDA are discussed in detail in D2.4              

(M25). 

2.1 AiiDA-OPTIMADE REST API 

The integration between IM2D and OPTIMADE has been addressed and accomplished by            

using the OPTIMADE API gateway, compliant with the JSON API 1.0 specification. This             

solution allows AiiDA to communicate with the existing databases. The actual access via AiiDA              

to the OPTIMADE gateway is achieved through a stand-alone tool, namely aiida-optimade,            

freely available at https://github.com/aiidateam/aiida-optimade and integrated within AiiDA        

as StructureData nodes importer, in compliance with the REST API technology.           

AiiDA-optimade fulfills the OPTIMADE specification about the allowed data types, the general            

API requirements and conventions, the response formats, the API endpoints and filters, and             

the entry lists. The complete description of OPTIMADE specifications can be found at             

www.optimade.org/optimade. The aiida-optimade server is based on the test server          

"template" used in the optimade-python-tools package. The filter grammar and parser and            

pydantic models from optimade-python-tools are directly used in the present          

implementation. 

 Screenshots for its use in connection with QE are shown in Fig. 1: 
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Figure 1 OPTIMADE connection with QE. 

A web application of the OPTIMADE client is also available on the Materials Cloud at               

materialscloud.org/optimadeclient. The aiida-optimade client allows to browse and search         

materials data from several providers (e.g., materialscloud, AFLOW, open materials database,           

etc), and databases (e.g., standard pseudopotentials, 2d structures, 3D crystal database, etc),            

simply inserting the chemical formula and/or the crystallographic specification of the desired            
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system.  

Screenshots from this client application tool are here displayed in Figs. 2 and 3: 

 

 

Figure 2 OPTIMADE client application tool. 
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Figure 3 OPTIMADE client application tool. 

3. Update due to the contribution of SimPhoNy to IM2D  

SimPhoNy uses the existing entry-points of the AiiDA-REST-services for the DFT calculations            

and maps the parameters from the syntactic workflows executed by AiiDA and Ginestra™ to              

the ontologies developed to the guidelines of the EMMO in this project. This enhances the               

meaning of the quantitative parameters in the context of coherent semantic data structures             

which are finally representing the knowledge gained from the workflows in terms of physical              

quantities, physical dimensions, SI-units, user-experience levels, granularity level of the          

models, details of the data flow, material types, defect structures of the crystal structure, etc. 

Ultimately, this has the potential to contribute to the capabilities of the semantic web which               

is currently supported by associated projects of the EMMC (MarketPlace, OntoTrans, etc.).            

The goal of the collaboration with these projects would increase the findability of the              

simulation tool box, usability over different types of persona with different scientific            

backgrounds, and interoperability for the most relevant tools developed within those           

projects [Open Translation Environment (OTE), Formulations And Computational Engineering         

(FORCE)-Business Decision Support System (BDSS), etc.]. 
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In INTERSECT, the CUDS are upscaled to support the entire workflow relevant to synaptic              

electronics, including device modelling. Furthermore, CUDS play a central role for the            

semantic interoperability to other simulation wrappers planned to be hosted in the            

framework the MarketPlace project [9]. 

3.1 Data format, data source and data type 

According to the reorganization of the contribution of SimPhoNy, the data structures            

incoming from AiiDA and Ginestra™-computations (like mentioned in the FDMP - chapter 3) is              

semantically enriched without acquiring additional data, except the introduced class          

hierarchy formalized in the ontology. Basic concepts for assertion of new subclasses and             

individuals will be taken from the entities available in the official EMMO-GitHub DT-NMBP-09             

branch , which has its origin from the version 1.0.0-beta EMMO.  

The entities formalized for the data model in the ontologies will be written in a conventional                

RDF-format, like Ontology Web Language (OWL), Terse RDF Triple Language(TTL) or RDF,            

since this delivers the potential to read, edit and query the conceptualization in common              

GUI-based applications for semantic web technologies, like e.g. Protégé. 

Eventually, the formalized ontologies will also hold quantities of default values for chosen             

high-level workflow parameters. In correlation to the requirements for each persona from            

D1.1 (report on use cases), those parameters might be further formalized into differentiated             

accuracy levels. The details of these conceptualizations will be further discussed with the             

stakeholding partners in the upcoming months.  

The semantic information possessed by the ontology will be interoperable with the AiiDA and              

Ginestra™ syntactic data structures. This means that the ontologized workflow with its            

quantitative properties will be transformed from CUDS into the JSON-format used by AiiDA,             

and vice versa by implementing an osp-wrapper. The interoperability between SimPhoNy and            

Ginestra™ is under discussion with our partners. For further information, please see D1.4             

(semantic interoperability for coupling and linking). 

3.2 Data managing and data storing 

SimPhoNy provides to store the metadata of a workflow in a hierarchical data structure              

based on ontologies. The individuals (CUDS) created from the ontology-classes can be            

seamlessly stored in common third-party triplestore software for each workflow. SimPhoNy           

uses a dockerized version of an Allegrograph-backend available on Dockerhub [10] in order to              

store the semantic data in its fundamental triplets (subject, property, object) locally on the              

EPFL server. The Docker-Allegrograph supports a GUI-frontend, which supports SPARQL          

Protocol And RDF Query Language (SPARQL)-querying and interactive data visualisation. 
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The stored metadata shall represent the most important results in order to reproduce the              

applied techniques of the workflows. This includes, e.g., simulation in- and outputs of             

quantitative properties with SI-units and physical dimension, chemical formula of material,           

user-role and expert level, type and version of simulation software used, and representation             

of simulation entities from AiiDA and Ginestra™ in correlation of real-world objects.  

One important concept in the semantic framework is the introduction of expert levels,             

representing the user knowledge-background, which has an individual persona-profile as          

identified in WP1. In parallel, SimPhoNy shall recognize and store more advanced            

simulation-parameters of the workflow which are actually hidden to more inexperienced           

users but can be made accessible and adjustable in the GUI of Ginestra™ to more               

experienced users and persona. This enhances the usability and reproducibility of the            

workflows and simulations for different user-types without losing crucial information on the            

data generation. More detailed information about these knowledge levels are treated in D1.1             

(report on use cases), D1.3 (report on developed ontologies), and D1.4 (report on high level               

requirements). 

Overall, the parallel storage of workflow-data in AiiDA PostgreSQL-backend and the           

Allegrograph-triplestore of SimPhoNy shall complement each other. Furthermore, this may          

enhance the simulation toolbox serviceability for web-technologies users and non-users of           

semantic, web-technologies due to the availability of syntactic and semantic data           

synchronously. 

3.3 Data sharing and access 

In connection to the MarketPlace project, scientific users from different industrial           

backgrounds in the European materials modelling community may have the potential to            

access data without the need to be familiar with the details of computational efforts and               

handling of simulations or workflows. This may give the chance to reuse generated             

material-data for individual production and industry demands. 

Data sources and simulation tools can also be referenced, registered, and accessed in the              

MarketPlace by the means of ontology-driven findability for the European materials           

modelling community. 

The details for the deployment will be further treated and discussed in D1.5 (setup and GUI). 

4. Security measures for data and code resources 

The joint on-cloud implementation of codes and workflows among partners has required to             

set up specific “security measures” in order to assure the protection and the confidentiality              

against external attacks, incidents or leakage.  
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We have set up a cloud server that can be accessed by developer-teams of the consortium                

(e.g. AMAT, EPFL, Fraunhofer, CNR, and ICN2). This allows for a shared software development              

on the same platform, and a quick integration between the different IM2D box components.              

However, having such a server could also be a risk. The two main security measures we                

adopted are: (i) authentication in the server via ssh-keys, a solution safer than simple              

password access; (ii) IP address restrictions, so that only authorized people can access the              

server. Security and restrictions are particularly relevant when web components, e.g.           

AiiDA-POST, are used to control/submit calculations on external servers/supercomputers.  

Security is a fundamental issue not only for not-disclosing of sensitive data but also for the                

intellectual property protection of proprietary codes, such as GinestraTM. Indeed, the adopted            

solution allows AMAT (GinestraTM owner) to keep the original source code and the related              

components within their firewalls. The AiiDA-Ginestra applet (see D2.2 and D2.4) can, in fact,              

connect to the remote server and communicate with AiiDa (and thus with all the other               

components of IM2D) via a HTTP protocol.  

Conclusion  

This document updates and completes the FDMP. In particular, it focuses on the integration              

of IM2D to external materials databases, through the OPTIMADE REST API gateway; on the              

integration of the semantic interoperability through SimPhoNy as an extension to the already             

available syntactic layer; and on a few measurements for the security of data and code               

sources.  
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ACRONYMS 

API - Application Programming Interface 

BDSS - Business Decision Support System 

CIF - Crystallographic Information File  

COD - Crystallography Open Database  

CUDS - Common Universal Unified Data Structures  

DAG - Directed Acyclic Graph  

DFT - Density Functional Theory 

EMMC - European Materials Modelling Council  

EMMO - European Materials Modelling Ontology  

FDMP - First Data Management Plan 

FORCE - Formulations And Computational Engineering 

EMMO - European Materials Modelling Ontology 

GUI - Graphical User Interface 

iHub - Interoperability Hub  

IM2D - Interoperable Materials-To-Device  

JSON - JavaScript Object Notation.  

OTE - Open Translation Environment  

OWL - Ontology Web Language  

REST - Representational State Transfer  

RDF - Resource Description Framework  

QE - Quantum Espresso 

SPARQL - SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language  

TCOD - Theoretical Crystallography Open Database 
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TTL - Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle)  

UUID - Universally Unique Identifier 

XML - Extensible Markup Language  
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